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Abstract—In this paper, we hope to demonstrate approaches 
intended to further direct an implementation of Deep Style AI to 
create architectural works. We explore several processes through 
an interdisciplinary lens that are used in tandem to direct the AI 
to complete a controlled task using a human in the loop scenario. 
Through an understanding of the mechanics of the Deep Style AI 
in action, we are able to interrupt both the AI’s learning and 
application processes. By interrupting these processes, we are able 
to insert intentional data used to direct the work of the AI.  By 
demonstrating the possibility of the AI’s ability to complete a 
controlled and directed task we hope to outline the possibility that 
this readily available and open source neural network can assist in 
the formation of original creative works. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Deep Dream is a computer vision program created by 

Google engineers, including Alexander Mordvintsev, which 
visualized the learning of a convolutional neural network to  
interpret features of an image detected with pattern recognition 
that were enhanced through the network’s abstract 
understanding of trained features. [1]. This program evolved into 
the process known as Deep Style. Deep Style involves using a 
convolutional neural network trained to algorithmically 
understand the style of an image by deciphering the core 
underlying patterns and logic that are attributed to the 
composition of recognized patterns. This same pattern 
recognition process is applied to an additional image wherein the 
neural network further enhances these patterns using insight 
gained from the style image. This can create an effect where the 
style of one image can be transposed onto another image. [3] 
Commonly, this program is employed by artists who can 
transpose the style of paintings onto another image.  

 Through an understanding of the design process that 
employed the use of Deep Style, I hypothesize that there may be 
a way to interrupt the pattern recognition through a human in the 
loop scenario by employing this AI to work in a controlled 
setting to replicate other disciplines of creative work. For this 
paper the experimentation focuses on the application of this AI 
for creating works of architecturally inspired design, a task quite 
different from the intended purpose of replicating the styles of 
various paintings.  

Additionally, for this paper we explored the application of 
understanding the consistent design style of architect, Santiago 
Calatrava. His style can be identified in the real world across 
multiple buildings or structures due to his recognizable signature 
style. Calatrava’s work features interpretations of biological 
form suggested in the curves and details of his buildings. His 
forms are often compared to underwater organic structures and 
winged flying structures. 

 

 
Calatrava’s World Trade Center Oculus and a Manta Ray 



II. INTERRUPTING THE STYLE INTERPRETATION 

A. What Makes a Successful Style Image 
Through my own work in digital art, I’ve run many iterations 
of the Deep Style AI with varying degrees of success. Through 
this experience I’ve found that the most successful style that 
images provided to the AI feature is a consistent and repeated 
stylistic element. A commonly successful example of the AI in 
action works well with Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”. This work 
features a unique conical brush stroke pattern that is repeated 
consistently throughout the image 
.  

 
Close Up of Starry Night by Van Gogh featuring consistent 

pattern of brush strokes 

Another quality shared by this image contributing to its 
success is its consistent and limited color palate that uses color 
to define elements. Negative space in the painting is consistently 
colored in blue while featured elements employ yellow to 
highlight their significance. This use of color influences how 
features are classified in the style of an image thereby making 
the convolutional neural network able to interpret by clearly 
defined rules. 

B. Building a Style Image that Maximizes Successful 
Qualities 
For the test, I began by selecting a variety of buildings from 

the architect. I extracted features in Photoshop and collaged 
them in a way that appeared natural as to minimize the digital 
artifacts that could be transposed as a style of their own. I also 
minimized the presence of outside details beyond the buildings 
like their surroundings or landscape. Once, I made a desired 
composition, I used an AI built into Photoshop called Content 
Aware Fill. This tool can fill a desired area of an image using a 
convolutional neural network to interpret what would belong in 
a selection based on the overall image. By preprocessing the 
details of an image using a convolutional neural network, I was 
able to replicate significant details of the architectural work in 
multiple sections. This acted as a training phase for the Deep 
Style AI since patterns of details were created in a way that could 
be understood. The use of Content Aware Fill, therein, defines 
the proportion of impact of desired design qualities present in 
the Deep Style image. Additionally, a detail about Calatrava as 

an architect which informed the training process was the 
architect’s reliance on modern architecture conventions which 
created a body of work that was consistently colored. His use of 
white, curves, and specific materials creates a layer of 
consistency to the composition that forms AI’s understanding of 
features of the style of an image. Therefore, architectural 
features can be consistently represented across multiple 
buildings and incorporated into a composition. 

 
The Final Style Image 

III. INTERRUPTING THE DEEP STYLE IMPLEMENTATION 
As previously discussed, the second input of the Deep Style 

AI is the image that will receive the style. I created a human in 
the loop scenario through experimentation that maximized the 
same qualities discussed in the last section. This exercise pays 
tribute to a design exercise used by the architect Frank Gehry. 
First of all, the exercise that I based the experiment on was 
something featured for education of architecture students and is 
an exercise synonymous with the architectural creative process. 
At one point in his career, Gehry desired to create buildings 
similar to a crumpled paper bag. Through unintentional 
manipulation of a paper structure one can create a set of 
structural features which could be analogous to a building. 
Furthermore, crumpling a piece of paper, or making a structure 
out of folded paper takes mere seconds to accomplish a post-
modern shape compared to the many hours typically associated 
with the creative process of designing a building exterior. This 
exercise, on its own, didn’t necessarily create enough of a 
structural or pattern based impact on the AI, so I slightly 
modified the exercise and created a process that can easily be 
understood by Deep Style AI. This AI is looking for a pattern to 
understand and classify features, so I provided that pattern by 
providing paper with a pattern printed on it. Common graph 
paper features a consistent pattern that can easily be understood 
by the AI and is a readily available material.  

Additionally, I sought to maximize this classification process 
by using distinct color segmentation. This was achieved this by 
using a sheet of colored cloth for the backdrop and glass pieces 
for their reflective quality. The final implementation of the 
scenario was crumpling a piece of graph paper and placing it 
against a colored backdrop. The photographs were optimal for 
transposing an architectural work as shown through 
experimentation and they additionally allowed a level of control 
of the process. In so doing, a designer can rapidly shape a piece 
of paper to be turned into an architectural work. 



IV. EXAMPLES OF THE PROCESS IN ACTION 
We tested the final process with two classrooms of students 

who were able to successfully create architectural surface 
designs in a short period of time using the controlled 
implementation of Deep Style. Below are some examples of the 
process in action. Through experimentation we discovered 
additional optional steps that can significantly improve the 
desired outcome. The most significant discovery is to draw 
shapes or outlines of details on the paper structure which will 
further guide the desired outcome of an architectural structure. 
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